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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a diffraction based model to explain how coloured filters are able to improve the reading abilities of 
readers with abnormal eye saccades. We have explained how light of short wavelengths such as blue  forms a broader diffraction
image compared to light of long wavelength such as red. It is known that blue filters appear to improve reading ability of 
dyslexics who often present with abnormal eye saccades. Since blue coloured light gives rise to a diffracted image with is
broader, it activates both the centrally located parvocellular ganglions as well as the peripherally located  magnocellular
ganglions. Thus, both pathways formed by these ganglions are activated even if the saccades are abnormal. In the case of red
light, since the diffracted image is narrower, the retinal activation region is also narrow matching the narrow retinal region rich in
parvocellular ganglions. Images formed in eyes with abnormal saccades will result multiple crossings of a narrow pencil of the
diffracted red light beam across the centrally located  parvocellular ganglions resulting in a dramatic rise and fall in neural signal
in the parvocellular pathway. This causes image instability resulting in unsteady, unclear and distorted images as seen by some
poor readers.
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1. Introduction
Good ability to read is the key criteria for a reader to become competent in the subject matter that he/ she is
reading which would eventually help them to be successful in their learning process. Whereas, failure to read would
lead the reader to be slow in his/ her studies and eventually drop out from the educational system. Inability to read 
would impede the learning process and lead to various psychosociological problems for the reader and his/her
family. Most of the time, these type of poor readers would go unnoticed and suffer silently. Without immediate
intervention and professional help, their reading problem would become permanent which would cause their talents
to be wasted. The actual cause of poor reading could be many but the objective of this research is to focus on poor
readers who are found to have abnormal eye saccades. Poor readers have often been found to have abnormal eye
saccades which is a strong contributor to the Meares Irlen Syndrome[1]. This syndrome is characterized by visual
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stress (asthenopia) and those affected by this syndrome show Visual Perceptual Distortions (VPD) during reading 
activities. It has been found that the symptoms can be alleviated by individually prescribed colored filters [2]. The 
benefit from colored filters has been demonstrated through Wilkins Rate of Reading Test (WRRT)[3]. 
The syndrome is said to be particularly prevalent in people with reading difficulties, such as dyslexia, but can 
also occur in good readers [4]. Controlled research has shown that the benefit from colored filters cannot be solely 
attributed to the placebo effect [5] and is associated with an improvement in the rate of reading especially in reading 
accuracy and comprehension [6]. The aetiology of Meares Irlen Syndrome is still not fully understood [7], but 
research suggests that the effect of color is not solely attributable to a contrast reduction with the filters [8], and is 
specific to a certain color for each individual [9] which is unlikely to be explained by refractive or ocular motor 
factors [10]. It has been suggested that the benefit from colored filters might be explained by the finding of a deficit 
of the magnocellular visual system in many people with dyslexia [11]. However, there are some inconsistencies in 
the magno-deficit hypothesis [12] and it is difficult to see how this hypothesis could account for the idiosyncratic 
and specific choice of color that is required in Meares Irlen syndrome [13]. Furthermore, Meares Irlen syndrome is 
not synonymous with dyslexia and studies that have directly assessed magno-function in Meares Irlen syndrome 
have not found it to be abnormal [14]. Yet, dyslexia, has a high comorbidity with Meares Irlen Syndrome [15] 
2. Diffraction in the human eye 
In the human eye, when the eye focuses on a point source of light, an image of the point source is brought to 
focus at the fovea of the retina as shown in Fig. 1. It can be shown that light of a given wavelength and intensity 
from a point source passing through the pupil will undergo diffraction which will result in intensity modifications of 
the light when it reaches the fovea. This intensity modification is dependent on various diffraction parameters such 
as the wavelength of light, radius of the pupil and position of the source. A light source which lies between the near-
point and the far-point of the eye, emits monochromatic spherical light waves. These waves first undergo refraction 
at the cornea giving rise to a converging spherical wave at the plane of the pupil of the eye. The waves are then 
diffracted at the pupil and the resulting image serves as an object for the lens of the eye and with suitable scaling it 
is brought to focus on the retina to form the final image. The final image of a point source on the retina can be 
described as an Airy disk[16]. The characteristics of the Airy disk can be qualitatively understood using the concept 
of Fresnel zones which are zones of alternating phases at the exit-pupil plane[17]. The usual treatment for obtaining  
diffracted images consider sources as emitting diverging spherical waves. However in the case of the eye, 
diffraction methods for converging spherical waves through a circular aperture are needed to obtain a detailed 
diffracted image at the retina[18,19].  
 
 
Fig. 1. Saggital view of the human eye 
 







Fig. 2. Enlarged intensity plot of diffracted light at the retina of the human eye across 
the fovea for a 555nm (green) point light source at 27 cm and 28 cm 
. 
 
Fig. 3. 2-D and 3-D Intensity spectra of diffracted light at the retina of the human eye for source at (A) 500 cm, (B) 50 cm 
and (C) 28 cm (normalized intensity vs distance in mm from foveal center) 
3. Simulated diffracted images and neural firing mechanism 
The simulated diffracted images for point sources are shown in Fig 2.  The entire diffracted image shown in Fig. 
2, is contained within a bright spot on the retina with a diameter of approximately 0.2 mm. The width of the fovea is 
about 2 mm. This shows that the entire image lies within the fovea with the central portion of the image within the 
foveola. We can thus conclude that the spectral information from the entire image is conveyed to the brain directly 
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by the parvocellular pathway via the dedicated connection of a cone to at least one ganglion cell via midget bipolar 
cells and subsequently to the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) for further neural processing.  
Note that the integrity of the entire image which is conveyed to the brain, depends on the simultaneous firing of 
the ganglion cells. There is experimental evidence for such simultaneous firing since a high correlation between 
ganglion cell output signals has been observed [ 20,21,22]. The amacrine cells appear to provide the mechanism for 
this correlation through coincidence detection [23,24]. 
The diffracted image of the point source is formed on the retina and it is sliced up and sent through different cone 
cells to the ganglion cells via the midget bipolar cells. The neural signals reaching the ganglion cells which are in 
disparate parts must be sent to the brain as a cohesive synchronous group since the neurons as a whole encode the 
entire diffracted image. The amacrine cells play a vital role in this process by acting as a coincidence detector and 
trigger [25,26]. Note that the discharges of correlated neurons peak within an interval of about 200 ms indicating 
that eye saccades with an average of about four saccadic eye movements per second, will not destroy this 
coincidence detection [27] 
4. Use of colored filters 
The use of blue colored filters now changes the entire scenario.  Part of the diffracted image now spills outside 
the foveal region . The foveal region is rich in parvocellular ganglions whereas the region outside the fovea has a 
predominance of magnocellular ganglions. When there is an abnormal saccade, the image tends to drift from the 
central portion of the fovea which has a predominance of parvocellular ganglions towards the foveal periphery 
which is dominated by the magnocellular ganglion cells. However the neural  signals in the two pathways is not lost 
though it may begin to fluctuate slightly. However, when a red filter is used, the diffracted image narrows and 
during abnormal saccades, the image now moves completely outside the fovea into magnocellular region and back 
to parvocellular region. The resulting perceived effect is the a the constant and clear image for blue filters and a 
distorted and unsteady image for a red filters. 
5. Conclusion and future work   
The proposed model suggests that the improvement in reading ability by the use of blue filters and the worsening 
effect by the use of red filters may be explained by considering the effect of diffraction in the eye.  This theory also 
allows us to examine the effect of neural signal changes in quantitative detail by altering other parameters that affect 
diffraction. These may include background lighting which will alter pupil diameters and reading distance. These 
parameters will affect the size of the diffracted image and also similarly affect the neural signal process in the 
parvocellular as well as the magnocellular pathways. This suggests that an optimal combination of coloured filters 
with background lighting and reading distance would be needed to obtain the desired results for reading. Future 
work includes direct verification of the proposed model by using eye tracking devices, EEG and other imaging 
techniques to determine the real time fluctuation of neural signals in both the parvocellular and magnocellular 
pathways when  various colored filters are used, during different background lighting conditions and various reading 
distances during reading .  
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